Can zoo’s values make visitors act?
Can values of the zoo and other visitors inspire nature oriented
behaviours among zoo visitors?
- Julia L. Fleisher, Leilah Uebels, Felix Schroder & Thijs Bouman -

Main idea

Methods

Different motives to visit zoo:
- Hedonic: fun, pleasure, joy
- Biospheric: nature, animals

Manipulation: Visitors received information about:
1. Wildlands OR other visitors, and this group’s
2. values were either hedonic or biospheric.

Similar values relate to nature oriented behaviours:
- The stronger one endorses hedonic values,
the less likely they are to act nature oriented.
- The stronger one endorses biospheric values,
the more likely they are to act nature oriented.

Measures:
- Personal values: biospheric and hedonic
- Manipulation (see above)
- Perceived group values: biospheric and hedonic
- Identification with group
- How they experienced the zoo
- How they intend behave in the zoo
- Where they would invest in if they were the boss
- How they intend to behave at home (sustainable)

Past research focused on what one personally values
→ Can others’ values – and specifically, the zoo’s and
other visitors’ values – also motivate nature oriented
behaviours?

Want to experience
nature in Wildlands

Variable
Group in info
Value in info
Identification
Bio personal values
Bio group values

B
95% CI
-0.21 [-0.56; 0.13]
-0.09 [-0.41; 0.23]
0.04 [-0.10; 0.19]
0.37* [0.18; 0.56]
0.31* [0.13; 0.50]

Intention to behave
If I was Wildlands’ boss,
sustainbly in Wildlands I would invest in nature

B
95% CI
-0.15 [-0.43; 0.14]
-0.22 [-0.48; 0.05]
0.02 [-0.10; 0.14]
0.27* [0.12; 0.43]
0.31* [0.16; 0.47]

B
95% CI
0.14 [-0.14; 0.42]
0.25 [-0.02; 0.51]
0.07 [-0.05; 0.19]
0.15 [-0.01; 0.30]
0.21* [0.06; 0.37]

Main findings:

Pro-environmental
behaviors at home

B
95% CI
-0.04 [-0.49; 0.40]
0.16 [-0.26; 0.57]
-0.05 [-0.24; 0.13]
0.46* [0.22; 0.71]
0.06 [-0.18; 0.31]

Implications:

-

Manipulation unsuccessful

-

-

However, perceived group values do predict
nature oriented behaviours

Values of visitors’ themselves and relevant
others predict individuals’ behaviours.

-

Accentuating biospheric values of the zoo
could inspire nature oriented behaviours and
attitudes among visitors.

-

Future research should focus on how to
accentuate such values.

-

Even when taking personal values into account

-

Regardless of the group

-

Group’s influence limited to zoo context
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